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Level 2 Unit 1    Diary of a Spider Lesson 5 

Dialogue:         The Pet Store

Rose: A pet store is a wonderful place!  

Bruce: Really? Why? 

Rose: There are so many cute and interesting animals to see. 

Bruce: Are there lots of loud noises? 

Rose: Yes, but some of the animals are very quiet. You can see 

rabbits and turtles, but you won’t hear them. If you look carefully 

you might notice other small animals.  

Bruce: Who takes care of all the animals?  

Rose: The workers feed them. They sprinkle food in the fish 

tanks and give fruit, nuts and seeds to the birds and hamsters. 

Bruce: Are there any scary pets?  

Rose: Some stores have lizards. Sometimes a box looks empty, then 

suddenly you might see a snake hiding behind a rock.  

Bruce: Which animals are the loudest? 

Rose: Some birds are very noisy. You can hear their sound bursting 

out of their cages.  

Bruce: Thank you for sharing with me about pet stores. 
Discussion Questions 

1. Why does Rose think a pet store is a wonderful place?  

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Which pets are quiet? Which ones are noisy? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Target Vocabulary *highlight in dialogue 

wonderful      noises        quiet      sprinkled 

share         noticed       bursting    suddenly 
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Level 2 Unit 1    Teacher’s Pets Lesson 5 

Grammar: Singular and Plural Nouns 

  ____________ = one ____________ = more than one 

 Add –s to most nouns to make them plural.   

Read the nouns. Are they singular or plural?  

crowns piano insect spiders cousin plum 

nuts mules roses frog hamster pets 

Look and write.  

Singular Nouns Plural Nouns 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ 

Your Turn: Write sentences. Use plural nouns. Then draw. 

1. ____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

2. ____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
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Level 2 Unit 1    Teacher’s Pets Lesson 5 

Phonics: Consonant Blends /r/, /l/, /s/  

Read the tongue twister quickly.  

The pig can spin, drag and glide.  
Read. Sound out the words. 

spin clap grade swim place last 

test skin drag glide just stage 

Look and write. 

s blends ___________ l blends r blends 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ 

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ 

___________ ___________ ___________  

Your Turn: Write a silly sentence with s / r / l blends.  

___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 

Write. Then draw.  

   

___________ ___________ ___________ 
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Level 2 Unit 1    Teacher’s Pets Lesson 5 
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Level 2 Unit 1    Teacher’s Pets Lesson 5 

Grammar Review: Word Endings –ed and –ing 

 Word endings help us know when things happen.  

o –ed tells us an action happened in the past 

o –ing tells us an action is happening now 

Read the sentences. Find the word endings. Then write.  

 Did the action happen in the past? 

 Is the action happening now? 

1. The turtles are walking slowly. _________ 

2. Her dog barked loudly. _________ 

3. He asked the teacher about his homework. _________ 

4. I am calling my friend. _________ 

5. We are reading books in the library. _________ 

Your Turn: Write sentences. Then tell a friend. 

swimming _______________________________________________ 

dragged _______________________________________________ 

riding _______________________________________________ 

noticed _______________________________________________ 

clapped _______________________________________________ 
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Level 2 Unit 1    Teacher’s Pets Lesson 5 

Writing Practice: Time-Order Words 

 Time-order words help us know when things happen.  

o first, then, next, after, last, finally 

Practice: Read the sentences. Find the time-order words.  

How do you do your homework? 

First, I get my books and papers.  

Then, I take out my pen, pencil and eraser. 

Next, I begin the work for one subject. 

After I finish the first subject, I begin the second subject. 

Last, I check that I have no more homework to do. 

Your Turn: Imagine that you have a pet dog.  

It played outside in the mud and now it is very dirty.  

How will you clean your dog? Write and tell a friend. 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 


